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Story
• Up-tempo action with an up-and-coming secret agent – including crazy twists
• Thrilling and touching to the last page
• Ending with a cliffhanger for the next mission in Rwanda
• Bestselling thriller author Arno Strobel now writes for a younger target readership!
All of this weird stuff simply is a crazy game. That’s what Nick thinks when mysterious Mister Schmitt
welcomes him to the secret school of the Federal Intelligence Service in Berlin. Yeah sure, secret agent!His
father must have come up with that to surprise him. Nick’s father is ambassador and visits all countries
around the globe, thus Nick used to live with a foster family. Until now
Nick finds out that his father is missing. The danger for himself is way too big to get back to normal life. And
this school is everything but a funny birthday surprise. All of this is real. He is there to become an agent for
the foreign secret service. He benefits of his special talent: Adrenalin-mediated his ability to react increases
a hundredfold. First, he needs to learn to control and use this talent purposefully but Nick is already right in
the middle of his first mission! And he is in the dark about being chased as well…
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Arno Strobel was born in Saarlouis in 1962, and studied IT before working for a large German bank in
Luxemburg. When he was nearly forty, he started writing short stories which he published on internet
forums, before tackling his first novel. It took nearly three years, a research trip to Rome and many ups and
downs, before he managed to complete it. Then, after failing to find a publisher, he and two friends set up
their own publishing house and printed the book themselves.
A few weeks after its appearance, the TV rights were secured by German TV. Since 2010, Arno Strobel has
been writing for Fischer Verlag and gaining considerable success with his psychological thrillers for adults,
which feature regularly in the bestseller lists and have already been sold under licence to many countries.
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